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1. DISEASE CHARACTERISTICS

1.1 Name of the disease (synonyms)
Prader-Willi Syndrome (PWS).

1.2 OMIM# of the disease
176270.

1.3 Name of the analysed genes or DNA/chromosome segments
SNURF-SNRPN/#15q11-q13.

1.4 OMIM# of the gene(s)
182279.

1.5 Mutational spectrum
70–75% paternal de novo deletion 15q11-q13,
25–30% maternal uniparental disomy 15 (upd(15)mat),
1% imprinting defect,
Rare: balanced translocation with breakpoint in the SNURF-SNRPN
locus,
Rare: deletion of SNORD116
Data on this disease (gene variants/phenotype) can be found in the
public database Decipher (https://decipher.sanger.ac.uk).

1.6 Analytical methods
DNA methylation-specific MLPA, DNA methylation-specific
PCR, DNA methylation-specific pyrosequencing, microsatellite
analysis, oligonucleotide chromosome microarray and oligo-
nucleotide with SNP chromosome microarray (both with methy-
lation analysis follow-up or concurrent testing if deletion
present), FISH.

1.7 Analytical validation
Parallel analysis of negative and positive controls.

1.8 Estimated frequency of the disease (Incidence at birth (‘birth
prevalence’) or population prevalence)
If known to be variable between ethnic groups, please report:
Prevalence at birth 1:10 000 to 1:25 000.

1.9 Diagnostic setting:

Yes No.

A. (Differential) diagnostics 2 &

B. Predictive testing & 2

C. Risk assessment in relatives 2 &

D. Prenatal 2 &

Comment:
In cases with a 15q11-q13 de novo deletion or maternal uniparental
disomy 15, the recurrence risk is very low if parental chromosomes
are normal. In o1% deletion cases, the presence of a balanced
parental chromosome 15 rearrangement confers a high risk of
recurrence and should be excluded. The majority of patients with
PWS and an imprinting defect are sporadic cases without any
detectable mutations on the DNA sequence level. These imprinting
defects usually do not show familial recurrence and therefore appear
to be associated with a low recurrence risk. Approximately 10–15% of
patients with an imprinting defect have a microdeletion of the
chromosome 15 imprinting centre (IC). In B50% of cases the IC
deletion was found to be a familial mutation associated with a 50%
recurrence risk. In the remaining cases the IC deletion was de novo or
a consequence of a germline mosaicism in the father.1–3

2. TEST CHARACTERISTICS

Genotype or disease A: True positives

B: False positives

C: False negatives

D: True negatives

Present Absent

Test

Positive A B Sensitivity:

Specificity:

A/(AþC)

D/(DþB)

Negative C D Positive predictive value:

Negative predictive value:

A/(AþB)

D/(CþD)

2.1 Analytical sensitivity
(proportion of positive tests if the genotype is present)
Nearly 100%.
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2.2 Analytical specificity
(proportion of negative tests if the genotype is not present)
Nearly 100%.

2.3 Clinical sensitivity
(proportion of positive tests if the disease is present)
The clinical sensitivity can be dependent on variable factors such as
age or family history. In such cases a general statement should be
given, even if a quantification can only be made case by case.

Nearly 100%.

2.4 Clinical specificity
(proportion of negative tests if the disease is not present)
The clinical specificity can be dependent on variable factors such as
age or family history. In such cases a general statement should be
given, even if a quantification can only be made case by case.

Nearly 100%.

2.5 Positive clinical predictive value
(life time risk to develop the disease if the test is positive)
100%.

2.6 Negative clinical predictive value
(Probability not to develop the disease if the test is negative).
Assume an increased risk based on family history for a non-affected
person. Allelic and locus heterogeneity may need to be considered.
Index case in that family had been tested:

Nearly 100%.
Index case in that family had not been tested:

Can only be resolved by analysis of the non-affected individual.

3. CLINICAL UTILITY

3.1 (Differential) diagnostics: The tested person is clinically
affected
(To be answered if in 1.9 ‘A’ was marked)

3.1.1 Can a diagnosis be made other than through a genetic test?

No 2 (continue with 3.1.4)

Yes &

Clinically &

Imaging &

Endoscopy &

Biochemistry &

Electrophysiology &

Other (please describe)

Comment:
Many disorders can mimic parts of the PWS phenotype.

Infantile hypotonia is also seen in the following conditions: central
and peripheral neuromuscular disorders (especially, spinal muscular
atrophy), CNS anomalies, anoxia, some inborn errors, Angelman
syndrome, fragile X syndrome and MECP2-related disorders.

Childhood-onset obesity with developmental delay is also present
in Bardet–Biedl syndrome, Alstrom syndrome, Borjeson–Forssman–
Lehman syndrome, Cohen syndrome, Fragile X syndrome (there is a
subtype with hyperphagia and obesity) and deletion 16p11.2 (includes
SH2B1, which is involved in leptin and insulin signalling).

Generally, similar phenotype is seen in patients with maternal
uniparental disomy 14, an epimutation or a paternal deletion of the
14q32 imprinted region (upd(14)mat syndrome or Temple syndrome)

and chromosomal disorders (deletion 1p36, deletion 6q16.2, deletion
10q26, duplication 3p25.3-26.2, duplication Xq27.2-ter).

3.1.2 Describe the burden of alternative diagnostic methods to the
patient

3.1.3 How is the cost effectiveness of alternative diagnostic methods
to be judged?

3.1.4 Will disease management be influenced by the result of a
genetic test?

No &

Yes 2 Having the diagnosis allows to implement specific

management and parental guidance.

Therapy (please

describe)

Growth hormone treatment and frequent other hormonal

treatments (eg, thyroid and sex steroid), strict dietary

management, exercise and psychological care.

Prognosis (please

describe)

Early diagnosis improves the long-term prognosis due

to the early institution of dietary control, behaviour

modification and growth hormone treatment.

Management (please

describe)

Difficult because there must be constant strict dietary

control and behavioural management. Many adults with

PWS (and their families) benefit from placement in a

PWS-specific group home.

3.2 Predictive setting: The tested person is clinically unaffected but
carries an increased risk based on family history
(To be answered if in 1.9 ‘B’ was marked)

3.2.1 Will the result of a genetic test influence lifestyle and
prevention?
If the test result is positive (please describe).

If the test result is negative (please describe).

3.2.2 Which options in view of lifestyle and prevention does a person
at-risk have if no genetic test has been done (please describe)?

3.3 Genetic risk assessment in family members of a diseased person
(To be answered if in 1.9 ‘C’ was marked)

3.3.1 Does the result of a genetic test resolve the genetic situation in
that family?
A proven IC deletion could lead, to some extent, to resolve the genetic
situation in a family regarding the inheritance pattern.

3.3.2 Can a genetic test in the index patient save genetic or other
tests in family members?
No.

3.3.3 Does a positive genetic test result in the index patient enable a
predictive test in a family member?
No.

3.4 Prenatal diagnosis
(To be answered if in 1.9 ‘D’ was marked)
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3.4.1 Does a positive genetic test result in the index patient enable a
prenatal diagnosis?
Yes.

4. IF APPLICABLE, FURTHER CONSEQUENCES OF TESTING

Please assume that the result of a genetic test has no immediate
medical consequences. Is there any evidence that a genetic test is
nevertheless useful for the patient or his/her relatives? (Please
describe)

For the parents the result conveys clarity about the eventual cause
of the disease.

It may bring relief from own feelings of guilt. The genetic type is
important for genetic counselling regarding the recurrence of the
disease.

A positive test is prerequisite for growth hormone therapy.
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